National Centre for Resilience

Associate Membership

Application Form

The NCR Associate Membership recognises experts within the world of resilience, offering a platform to share ideas, knowledge and resources. The Associate Membership supports an interdisciplinary approach, offering an opportunity for colleagues working across sectors from academia, policy and practice to make contact, share information, discuss ideas and learn from each other. The Membership area is hosted via an online platform provided and facilitated by the NCR.

What benefits do I get as an associate member?

Community and Knowledge

• Gain exclusive access to our Member's area and growing knowledge sharing network where you will be able to network with other resilience experts and access a range of resources
• Connections through our associate members database with contacts from across the resilience sector

Professional Development

• Ability to take part in online events such as Q&A’s with experts from across the UK and beyond
• Guest lectures/webinars
• Obtain first knowledge of funding calls and research opportunities
• Useful resources and checklists

Publications and Communication

• Receive our regular newsletter and bulletins
• Contribute as a guest writer for our website and resilience thought blogs

Access and Privileges

• Gain priority invites to a calendar of conferences, seminars and events
• First to know on calls for evidence

Crucially though, the benefits you can get from being an Associate Member are endless. The Member's platform allows us to share things with you, but also for you to share things with each other. Resources, contacts, experiences can all be shared, while new connections and associations can be built.

Members will find these benefits on an online portal that they will be granted access too. The current portal is hosted on Microsoft teams and will be linked to via the NCR's website and Associate Member newsletter.

How do I join?

Complete the form on the reverse and return to a member of the National Centre for Resilience team or to nationalcentreforresilience@glasgow.ac.uk.
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Name

Company/Organisation/Institution

Job Title

Email address

Contact telephone number

Length of time at current place of employment (if less than 6 months please provide details of previous employment if relevant)

Areas of interest/research areas (you may provide a link to an online biography here if appropriate.

How did you hear about the National Centre for Resilience?

By submitting this application form you are consenting for the NCR to keep your details on file for the purposes of contacting you with relevant information and opportunities. You are also giving permission for your name, job title and organisation to be shared with other Associate Members on the Members’ area. Please see the attached Terms & Conditions for your reference.